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EXPERT UNIT 14 (B3)

What are you studying? Business Management. 10. Law. 10. Engineering. 10. 8. How did you learn English? At school. 10. During an intensive training course. 
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EXPERT UNIT 14 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 116



Expert Unit 14 (14 activity (ies) 01:32:48) Keywords [14 word(s)] to communicate (v.) conversation co-worker effective engineer to improve (v.) intensive internship productivity research skill to study (v.) to teach (v.) training course



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 cramped spacious nervous regular admirable outrageous



2 intensive absorbent comfortable hungry greedy loving
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3 gigantic tiny ingenious boiling attractive believable



4 visit the area go camping play tennis conduct a survey write a letter take a picture



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You have come to the United States for a yearlong training course. What city do you decide to live in? New York. Washington. San Francisco.



2



It's better than a hotel, isn't it?



3 3



What kind of place is it? A three-room apartment. A studio apartment. A bungalow.



4



2 2 2



Where do you live? With friends. I live in a furnished room.



3



The city of the future!



You live in cramped conditions!



4 4 4



What kind of training course is it? 5 5 6



An internship in a bank. An internship in a computer company. A course to learn English.
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5



Why are you attending such a training course? 9 7 9



My company sent me. I want to finish my studies. It'll help my career.



6



What is the best way to learn? Talking with people. Studying books. Watching television. Attending classes.



7



8 8 8 8



What are you studying? 10 10 10



Business Management. Law. Engineering.



8



How did you learn English? At school. During an intensive training course. By listening to the radio.



9



10 10 10



What do you do? I'm a businessman. I'm an engineer. I'm a financial director.



10



10 10 10



What is your schedule? 11 12 11



From 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. I only work mornings. All day long.
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11



And what do you do on weekends? 13 13



I play sports. I visit the area.



12



What are your other activities during the day? 13 13 13



I play tennis. I'm doing history research. I visit the area.



13



What do you most enjoy in the United States? 14 15 16



The way the people welcome you. The gigantic size of this country. The economic power.



14



Whom do you like having contacts with? 17 17 17



My neighbors. People in the street. People in my office.



15



In your opinion, what best symbolizes the gigantic size of this country? 18 18 18



New York. The surface area of the United States. The wide-open spaces.



16



Where is economic power the most obvious? 19 19 19



Industry. In every field. Finance.



17



Do you find relationships superficial? Yes, a little. It depends on the person. No, I don't think so.
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18



What places have you visited? The Empire State Building. The Great Lakes. Washington.



19



Do you think that Japan can outmatch the United States? It seems likely. No, I don't think so. Yes, in some fields.



Phonetics Exercise [11 phoneme(s)]



N



English training studying mornings long bungalow



n



friends intensive listening engineer businessman tennis gigantic finance



m



apartment computer welcome economic Empire midnight music



w



Washington with watching work wide-open weather Newsweek



f



Francisco furnished finish California office surface field Florida



U



books during booked



p



power help people company public person



I



politics business ticket visit history industry Building airsick



aj



financial size United Empire hijackers nightclub



s



studio course classes sports research spaces seems science
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z



studies neighbors depends fields Airlines movies



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



Something gigantic is something extremely big. infinitesimal microscopic dwarfish pompous sarcastic



2



Neighbors are people who have homes around yours. Technicians Directors Family members Leeches Individuals



3



Listening to the radio is a good way to find out about current events. To hear Looking at Conversing with Manipulating Yelling at



4



A training course familiarizes you with a particular task. month of rest downhill ski ride course of action



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. obvious gigantic better unsociable intensive



2



clear immense higher quality unfriendly fast-paced



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. live outmatch choose remain welcome



exist surpass select stay greet



Sentence Pronunciation [45 sentence(s)] New York. Washington. I live in a furnished room. A three-room apartment. A studio apartment. A bungalow. An internship in a bank. An internship in a computer company.
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A course to learn English. My company sent me. I want to finish my studies. It'll help my career. Talking with people. Studying books. Watching television. Attending classes. Business Management. Engineering. During an intensive training course. By listening to the radio. I'm a businessman. I'm an engineer. I'm a financial director. I only work mornings. All day long. I play sports. I visit the area. I play tennis. I'm doing history research. I visit the area. The way the people welcome you. The gigantic size of this country. The economic power. My neighbors. People in the street. People in my office. The surface area of the United States. The wide-open spaces. Industry. In every field. Finance. It depends on the person. The Empire State Building. The Great Lakes. It seems likely.



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'That' and dependent clauses
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2



'To be likely'
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3



Omission of certain prepositions



Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: because he works hard



by working hard



because she rents



by renting



because they took a training course



by taking a training course



thanks to a dream



by dreaming



because he studied hard



by studying hard



through studies of literature



by studying literature



following a search



by searching



The notion of means



Word Order with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1



New York City is seen as New York City is seen as the city



2



a furnished room is more convenient for a a furnished room is more convenient for a newcomer.
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3



watching television too close to the screen is bad watching television too close to the screen is bad for the eyes.



4



a white dove symbolizes peace a white dove symbolizes peace



5



the Grand Canyon is the Grand Canyon is a very



a very beautiful, wide-open beautiful, wide-open space



The article and geographical names



for the



space.



Verbs without a continuous form



6



Economic Economic



7



weekends are not meant for work but for weekends are not meant for work but for rest!



stability is very important for a country's stability is very important for a country's success.



eyes.



Absolute superlative



success.



rest!



Mystery Phrase [12 exercises] 1



A type of house. bungalow



2



A type of profession that uses science and math. engineer



3



People living near one another. neighbors



4



An Asian country. Japan



5



Not deep. superficial



6



Not spacious. cramped



7



Having appliances and furniture. furnished



8



A profession. career



9



Covering a lot in a short period of time. intensive
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10



Take pleasure in. enjoy



11



Bodies of water between the U.S. and Canada. Great Lakes



12



Greet, especially a newcomer. welcome



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'Should' and 'Ought to': probability



2



'Quite' - 'Quite a few'
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Sentence Practice [9 exercises] 1



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: We will probably go to San Francisco.



We are likely to go to San Francisco.



He will probably live with friends.



He is likely to live with friends. He's likely to live with friends.



The room will probably be furnished.



The room is likely to be furnished. The room's likely to be furnished.



It'll probably be better than a hotel!



It's likely to be better than a hotel! It's likely to be better than a hotel.



'To be likely'



2



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: We will probably go to San Francisco.



We are likely to go to San Francisco.



It will probably be a studio.



It is likely to be a studio. It's likely to be a studio.



I'll probably work at a bank.



I'm likely to work at a bank.



This will probably help my career.



This is likely to help my career.



'To be likely'



3



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: We will probably go to San Francisco.



We are likely to go to San Francisco.



The classes will probably be interesting.



The classes are likely to be interesting.



She'll probably learn a lot.



She's likely to learn a lot.



We'll probably study hard.



We're likely to study hard.



'To be likely'
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4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: 'I'm an engineer,' he said.



He said that he was an engineer.



He remarked, 'I only work mornings.'



He remarked that he only worked mornings.



He said, 'I start at 9 a.m.'



He said that he started at 9 a.m. He said he started at 9 a.m.



'It's a good schedule,' he concluded.



He concluded that it was a good schedule. He concluded it was a good schedule.



'That' and dependent clauses



5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: 'I'm an engineer,' he said. 'I often play tennis,' Bjorn reminds us.



Bjorn reminds us that he often plays tennis.



'I prefer diving,' replies Jacques.



Jacques replies that he prefers diving.



Carl adds, 'I'm always running around.'



Carl adds that he's always running around.



'That' and dependent clauses



6



He said that he was an engineer.



Object pronouns



Reformulate as in the example. Example: 'I'm an engineer,' he said.



He said that he was an engineer.



'My neighbors are friendly,' she says.



She says that her neighbors are friendly. She says her neighbors are friendly.



'Relationships here are superficial,' he thought.



He thought that relationships here were superficial. He thought relationships here were superficial.



I said, 'the Empire State Building was fun!'



I said that the Empire State Building was fun. I said the Empire State Building was fun.



'That' and dependent clauses
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7



Answer the question as in the example. Example: I arrived on Sunday.



You arrived Sunday?



I moved in on Monday.



You moved in Monday?



I started work on Tuesday.



You started work Tuesday?



I quit on Wednesday.



You quit Wednesday?



Prepositions of time



8



Omission of certain prepositions



Answer the question as in the example. Example: I arrived on Sunday. Yesterday he was at home.



Yesterday he was home? He was home yesterday?



Today he's not at home.



He's not home today? Today he's not home?



She'll be at home later.



She'll be home later? Later she'll be home?



'Home' - 'House'



9



You arrived Sunday?



Omission of certain prepositions



Answer the question as in the example. Example: I arrived on Sunday.



You arrived Sunday?



They work during the day.



They work days?



I often don't sleep during the night.



You don't sleep nights?



In the afternoon we play tennis.



You play tennis afternoons? Afternoons you play tennis?



The simple present
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You have come to the United States for a yearlong training course. What city do you decide to live in? New York. Washington. San Francisco. My company sent me. Talking with friends. I visit the area. An internship in a computer company. No, I'm not.



2



You're so unsociable!



It's better than a hotel, isn't it?



3 3



You're so unsociable!



What kind of place is it? A three-room apartment. A studio apartment. A bungalow. The travel agency is taking care of everything. I'm afraid of hijackers. At 2 or 3 a.m. New York. The East Coast.



4



2 2 2



Where do you live? With friends. I live in a furnished room. Politics. I'm an engineer. Engineering. No, I'm not. Yes, I am.



3



The city of the future!



You live in cramped conditions!



4 4



There aren't any hijackers anymore!



What kind of training course is it? 5 5



An internship in a bank. An internship in a computer company. A course to learn English. The surface area of the United States. People in the street. Florida. The East Coast. It seems likely.
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5



Why are you attending such a training course? 7



I want to finish my studies. My company sent me. It'll help my career. I'm doing history research. I visit the area. No trouble at all. The way the people welcome you. Yes, I am.



6



What is the best way to learn? 8 8



Talking with people. Studying books. Watching television. Attending classes. The wide-open spaces. I'm an engineer. Because I get airsick. I only work mornings. TWA.



7



What are you studying? 10 10



Business Management. Law. Engineering. A movie. Baseball. Florida. Yes, a little. I already have my ticket.



8



How did you learn English? At school. During an intensive training course. By listening to the radio. A three-room apartment. Business. New York. By 11 p.m. The surface area of the United States.
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9



What do you do? I'm a businessman. I'm an engineer. I'm a financial director. In every field. Watching television. By bus. I'm afraid of hijackers. A bungalow.



10



10 10



There aren't any hijackers anymore!



What is your schedule? From 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. I only work mornings. All day long. A bungalow. By 11 p.m. Yes, a little. Baseball. Florida.



11



And what do you do on weekends? I play sports. I visit the area. A studio apartment. Industry. I want to finish my studies. United Airlines. In every field.



12



11 12



13 13 You live in cramped conditions!



What are your other activities during the day? I play tennis. I'm doing history research. I visit the area. By 11 p.m. San Francisco. The East Coast. No, I don't think so. New York.
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13



What do you most enjoy in the United States? 14 15



The way the people welcome you. The gigantic size of this country. The economic power. Engineering. A bungalow. A science special. By plane. United Airlines.



14



Whom do you like having contacts with? 17 17



My neighbors. People in the street. People in my office. Public television. The Wall Street Journal. All day long. I'm a financial director. I only work mornings.



15



In your opinion, what best symbolizes the gigantic size of this country? The surface area of the United States. New York. The wide-open spaces. I only work mornings. Florida. Engineering. I want to finish my studies. Yes, in some fields.



16



18



Where is economic power the most obvious? 19 19



Industry. In every field. Finance. Newsweek. I visit the area. By train. I go to a nightclub. I already booked a seat.
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17



Do you find relationships superficial? Yes, a little. It depends on the person. No, I don't think so. Newsweek. The music channel. TWA. No, I'm not. Talking with friends.



18



You're so unsociable!



What places have you visited? The Empire State Building. The Great Lakes. Washington. Watching television. Talking with friends. Attending classes. The gigantic size of this country. Talking with people.



19



Do you think that Japan can outmatch the United States? It seems likely. No, I don't think so. Yes, in some fields. Some trouble. The gigantic size of this country. Reading books and magazines. I go to the movies. Newsweek.
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expert unit 2 (b3) 

town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. ... latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning? ..... Mr.Thomson, your sales manager, assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York so that.
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EXPERT UNIT 11 (B3) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1 to fax .... The factory in China is the least successful. Regular superlatives. 2. Reformulate as in ...
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EXPERT UNIT 6 (B3) 

Yes, I was online when the computer froze. 3. I connected ... I saved a document and my computer froze. 3. 3 ... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5.
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EXPERT UNIT 10 (B3) 

$1 million. 6 ... It's a little expensive. Yes, it is ... It's 100% coverage, so it is particularly attractive, if you have children. ... I need to look at my accounts with you. 12.
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EXPERT UNIT 13 (B3) 

You have to call them one after another; if you agree on an appointment, ... I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. .... appointment with a psychologist. 4.
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EXPERT UNIT 1 (B3) 

This is Peter Svensson, Human Resources Director. How can I ... They will not make any presentations. Fine. 8 ... The delegation will be 2 executives and 1 personal assistant. ..... pie-eating contest / campsites / fairground attractions. If you ...
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EXPERT UNIT 12 (B3) 

2. It's a pleasure, Mrs. Li. 2. 2. So, you would like to enter the market here. We are looking for China's best distributor. We are the best distributor in China,.
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EXPERT UNIT 7 (B3) 

Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: ... Put the following sentences in the passive voice. .... Interrogative and exclamatory adverbs. How.
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EXPERT UNIT 3 (B3) 

What do you do? I'm a consultant. That's a good job. 9. I'm a systems engineer. 9. I'm a technical salesman. 9. 9. How long have you been with this company?
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EXPERT UNIT 5 (B3) 

I'm Mr. Jang. My name is Beck. I'm calling from Quickyear in China. ... Can someone call and organize a meeting for next week? I'll call them and organize a ...
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EXPERT UNIT 9 (B3) 

I saved a document and my computer froze. 3 ... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5 ... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player.
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EXPERT UNIT 4 (B3) 

Our objective is to become a global brand name. 10. Athena's objective is to increase global sales. 10. 10. What is Athena's mission statement? To increase ...
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ADVANCED UNIT 14 (B3) 

What do you do when you go out in the evening? I go to a nightclub. 14. I eat out in a ... caretaker dog trainer software company journalists telephone operators.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 14 (B3) 

I worked in the marketing department of a bank. 4. In the marketing field ... I'm looking for a career in marketing. 7 ..... Do you know who's advertising the product?
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 14 (B3) 

That's great news. Yes, I was online when the computer froze. 2 ... I saved a document and my computer froze. .... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.
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BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B3) 

there is a book there are books there is a movie there are movies there is a shirt .... a lemon a cucumber. Â© Copyright 2003-2004 Auralog S.A. All rights reserved.
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BEGINNER UNIT 11 (B3) 

Exclamations with 'what a' Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 9. Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men!
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ADVANCED UNIT 9 (B3) 

Thank you for your time. I'm very excited about .... I'm always happy to give my opinion. .... You have been planning a trip across the USA for a long time. The big ...
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BEGINNER UNIT 13 (B3) 

Dad takes the children to school before going to work by public transportation. Let's hope ... The months and seasons go by, but sometimes you have the feeling that time has stopped. Especially ... There is a strike today. Because it crashed. 4.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea
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ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B3) 

crew destination to fly (v.) information desk on strike pilot plane to travel (v.) ... A frantic passenger walks up: "I got caught in traffic and just missed my flight.".
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intermediate unit 11 (b3) 

We spent a lot of money installing these systems and you assured me Cellular Phones took care of its customers. ... Any number of things could be responsible for the problem. 7 ... Flowers is an important client likely to bring in other big fish. Oka
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